Aunt Ruth Grammar

Experience the fun found in the English language! Discover what language enthusiasts, teachers, parents, and students of all ages have found: Learning English grammar and usage can be enjoyable! The Aunt Ruth Grammar books, I Laid an Egg on Aunt Ruth's Head and Aunt Ruth: The Queen of English and Her Reign of Error, use short story humor to assist the reader in overcoming struggles with English grammar and usage.

“Schnoor actually manages to make learning fun … [his] insightful, amusing approach successfully breathes new life into what is typically viewed as a rather mundane subject.” — Apex Reviews

“Nobody is better than Joel Schnoor when it comes to presenting grammar dressed up to have fun.” — Richard Lederer, author of Anguished English

Johnny Stevens Pioneer Adventures

Based on notes and letters from the author’s great-grandfather, A Spoonful of Dirt and its sequel, Tracks in the Snow, show 1870s prairie life through the eyes of a ten-year-old. Experience the pioneering life as you read about the 23-day covered-wagon journey as the Stevens family moves from eastern Iowa to western Nebraska to homestead.

Faith, Inspiration, and Humor

Why do people suffer? Why do bad things seem to happen to everybody? Where is God in a world like ours? Where can one find hope? Walk with Off Balance author Joel Schnoor on his faith journey in dealing with Parkinson’s Disease. Whether you have PD or something else, you may be struggling. There is hope; there is joy—even humor—in the midst of hardship; and God is real.